Abstract: In this letter, we propose a novel peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) reduction scheme based on orthogonal pilot sequence (OPS) for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. We change the pilot symbols' phases iteratively according to a set of orthogonal sequences, and use the phases of the pilot subcarriers as the phase factors for data subcarrier groups. The proposed scheme can achieve up to three times more PAPR reduction compared to the conventional schemes without sacrificing side information (SI)-free transmission. Keywords: OFDM, PAPR, energy efficiency, pilot, spectral efficiency Classification: Wireless Communication Technologies 
Introduction
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is seen as a potential candidate waveform of the fifth-generation networks. The major drawback of OFDM is its high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) which degrades bit error rate (BER), out-of-band radiation, and energy efficiency.
There has been a plethora of solutions suggested to solve this problem. A survey of the suggested solutions can be found in [1] . Out of these endeavors, most of the existing schemes are spectrum inefficient because they require to send side information (SI). To overcome this shortcoming, a promising PAPR reduction scheme using orthogonal pilot sequence (OPS) is proposed in [2] , where the pilot symbols' phases are generated according to the Walsh-Hadamard (W-H) sequence. The phases are changed iteratively to find the lowest-PAPR providing phase set. An efficient blind phase detection algorithm is proposed which exploits the orthogonality of the pilot symbols' phases, hence it requires no SI transmission. This scheme, however, attains low PAPR reduction due to the limited number of OPSs available in the search space. Since the W-H matrix is a square matrix, the number of available OPSs in the search space is equal to the number of pilot subcarriers. Thus, to achieve more PAPR reduction, it requires to use more pilot subcarriers, which results in the reduction of the subcarriers used for data transmission, causing in turn spectrum inefficiency. To obtain more PAPR reduction, the W-H sequence is replaced by a sub-sampled Zadoff-Chu sequence (SZCS) in [3] . This technique allows using a large number of sequences in the search space, hence achieves more PAPR reduction. However, it needs to send SI. Furthermore, the computational overhead of the SZCS scheme is far greater than that of the OPS scheme. Thus, a rigorous investigation is required to find a scheme which will improve the PAPR reduction capability of the OPS scheme without sacrificing the no-SI transmission feature.
Proposed scheme
In this letter, we propose a new PAPR reduction scheme, called pilot derived phase factor (PDPF) scheme, which achieves more PAPR reduction compared to the OPS and SZCS schemes. It has two forms: modified OPS (MOPS) scheme which is based on the original OPS scheme [2] and modified SZCS (MSZCS) which uses SZCS sequence as the orthogonal sequence. While the MOPS does not need SI, the MSZCS requires. We will refer to the PDPF when something is applicable to both MOPS and MSZCS; otherwise, each will be referred separately.
The block diagram of the PDPF scheme is shown in Fig. 1 . In the PDPF scheme, the available subcarriers are divided into two groups: data subcarriers and pilot subcarriers. Suppose that N d and N p denote the number of data and pilot subcarriers, respectively. Hence, the total number of subcarriers is
The input binary data sequence is firstly converted to a vector of complex numbers,
T , where T denotes matrix transpose operation, according to a mapping technique. The mapped data symbols are partitioned into N p disjoint groups. Suppose that the set G ¼ fg 1 ; g 2 ; g 3 ; . . . ; g N p g consists of all data groups, where
. . g k ½N T denotes the k th group. The content of the k th group is given by
where R ¼ parameter ρ is an integer defining the index of a particular element of B, b , copied to g k . The relationship between ρ, l and k is defined as
In MOPS scheme, each group, g k , is then multiplied by the phase factor, q i j;k , where q i j;k is the k th element of the j th W-H sequence of the i th group of sequences.
In the first turn, the k th group is multiplied by the k th element of the first W-H sequence. After the multiplication, the ½ðk À 1ÞR þ þ k À 1 th symbol of the k th group is replaced by the k th pilot symbol of the first W-H sequence to form the k th sub-block. The resulting N p sub-blocks are added together to form a block, S i j , where i is an integer ranging from 1 to I and I equals to 1 and N p for MOPS and MSZCS, respectively, and j ¼ 1 for the first W-H sequence. The newly formed block S i j is then converted to a time-domain (TD) signal by inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). Then PAPR of this TD signal is computed and stored along with the signal. Afterwards, a new W-H sequence is generated (the increment of j in Fig. 1 indicates the new sequence generation) . Each of the previously formed groups is multiplied by the respective element of this newly generated W-H sequence, and all the subsequent operations are carried out as before. This loop continues until the target PAPR is achieved or the allowable maximum number of sequence N p is reached. Out of the N p TD signals, the signal having the lowest PAPR is selected and transmitted. Pertinently, the system PAPR determination block of Fig. 1 has no function for the MOPS scheme. It is only used by the MSZCS scheme. The W-H sequence which provides the transmitted signal is detected at the receiver using the algorithm proposed in [2] .
The MOPS is designed to improve PAPR without sending any SI. However, we can further improve the PAPR using MSZCS in which the no-SI requirement is compromised. We generate a number of groups of orthogonal sequences using Zadoff-Chu sequence, and each group consists of N p sequences with each sequence consisting of N p elements. For I groups, a Zadoff-chu sequence of IN 2 p elements are generated, which is followed by a sub-sampling which in turn is followed by an interleaving. The process of the whole sequence generation is given by 
where v is an integer ranging from 0 to IN 2 p . Then, the sub-sampling is carried out. The u th element of the j th sequence in the i th group is produced using the following interleaving rule [3] :
All sequences in a particular group, generated following Eq. (4), are orthogonal to each other [3] . For a particular group i, the MSZCS scheme works similarly to the MOPS scheme: for each sequence of the group, it produces a TD signal along with its PAPR; thereby, each group provides N p TD signals with N p PAPRs. Of them, the signal having the lowest PAPR is stored, and the next group of SZCS sequences is tried, which is shown in Fig. 1 by the increment of i. Thus, this procedure gives I TD signals with PAPR, one from each group. Of them, the lowest-PAPR providing signal is transmitted, and the index of the group which contributes the transmitted signal is transmitted as SI. It requires to send log 2 ðIÞ bits as SI. Since the SI is usually not included in the OFDM block and is transmitted separately, its transmission does not affect the PAPR of an OFDM signal. Knowing the lowest-PAPR providing group index, i, the receiver uses the OPS detection algorithm [2] to find the i th group's j th sequence which provided the lowest PAPR signal.
Performance evaluation
We evaluate the proposed system's performance in terms of PAPR, BER, and computational complexity. The simulation parameters are as follows: 64 subcarriers, 4 or 8 pilot subcarriers, 4-times oversampling, 3 Â 10 5 OFDM symbols, and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation. Fig. 2(a) shows the comparative PAPRs of MOPS scheme using complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). It is evident that MOPS can achieve more PAPR reduction compared to both OPS and SZCS. At a CCDF level of 10
À4
with N p ¼ 4, it achieves three times and 40% more PAPR reduction compared to the OPS and SZCS, respectively, from the original OFDM. It also reveals that the use of more pilot subcarriers results in more PAPR reduction. PAPR of the MOPS scheme with N p ¼ 4 is less than that of the OPS and SZCS with N p ¼ 8. Since using more subcarriers as pilot reduces data subcarriers, MOPS achieves better spectrum efficiency compared to both schemes. Pertinently, the SZCS achieves PAPR reduction compromising the no-SI transmission while MOPS does not compromise it. The PAPR reduction performance of the MSZCS scheme is investigated in Fig. 2(b) for I ¼ 32. The MSZCS outperforms the SZCS. For N p ¼ 4, it improves PAPR by 45% compared to the SZCS. When the number of pilot subcarriers increases, it still outperforms the SZCS by 0.51 dB. One interesting point is that the PAPR achieved by the SZCS for N p ¼ 8 can be obtained by the MSZCS using only four pilot subcarriers. Thus, for a given PAPR performance, the MSZCS is more spectrum efficient. In terms of BER, the PDPF has almost the same performance as the OPS and SZCS schemes as is revealed from Fig. 2(c) . Thus, we can say that the PDPF improves PAPR significantly without markedly affecting other performance factors.
In computational complexity comparison, the computations that are common in all schemes are not considered. Table I gives the computational complexity comparison, where
MOPS scheme is found slightly more complex than the OPS scheme in case of multiplications. For N ¼ 64, N p ¼ 4, and I ¼ 16 in case of the SZCS scheme, the MOPS scheme requires 94% and 97% less addition and multiplication operations, respectively, compared to the SZCS scheme. The MSZCS scheme has slightly more computational complexity compared to the SZCS scheme.
Conclusion
In this letter, we proposed a new PAPR reduction scheme for OFDM systems by using the phases of pilot subcarriers as phase factors. Through simulations, the 
